
Guidelines for Career Elective 

Career Electives CIE SEE 
Mini Project 50 50 
Research 50 50 
Add on course 50 50 
Foreign language 50 50 

 

Mini- project: Mini Project is a laboratory-oriented course which will provide a platform 

for the students to enhance the practical knowledge and skills by the development of 

small systems/applications. Based on the ability/abilities of the student/s and 

recommendations of the mentor, single discipline or a multi-disciplinary mini project can 

be assigned to an individual student or to a group having not more than 4 students. 

 

The CIE marks awarded for the Mini-project work shall be based on the evaluation of 

literature review with problem formulation, implementation, and report in the ratio of 

25:50:25. The marks awarded for the project report shall be the same for all the batch 
mates. The SEE shall consist of a Viva-Voce examination. The Viva-Voce examination shall 

be based on project implementation followed by Question Answer session in the ratio of 

60:40. 

Research: Research is the careful consideration of study regarding a particular problem 

using scientific methods. Research enables students to develop independent critical 

thinking skills along with oral and written communication skills.  

The CIE marks awarded for the research shall be based on the evaluation of literature 

review, problem formulation and objectives along with a report in the ratio of 50:25:25. 

Presenting the work carried out in the National/International conference is mandatory.  

The SEE shall consist of a Viva-Voce examination. The Viva-Voce examination shall 

consist of project implementation/Presentation, Question Answer session and paper 
presentation in the conference in the ratio of 60:20:20. 

Add on Course:  Add on courses aims to mould the students with employable skills. 

These job-oriented courses are designed to equip the students to face the emerging 

challenges in the job market.  

The CIE marks awarded for the Add on courses shall be based on the continuous 

evaluation by the faculty/industry expert. The SEE marks shall be based on the evaluation 

by the faculty or industry expert. 

Foreign Language: Foreign language helps in building a career and helps for better 

communication with people from all around the world.  

The CIE marks awarded for the foreign language shall be based on the continuous 

evaluation by the trainer. The SEE marks shall be based on the evaluation by the trainer. 

 


